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Abstract
An audio event refers to some specific audio sound which
plays important role for video content analysis. In our pre-
vious work [3], we have established audio event identifica-
tion as an audio classification task. Due to the large size of
audio database, representative samples are necessary for
training the classifier. However, the commonly used ran-
dom selection of training samples is often not adequate in
selecting representative samples. In this paper we present
EASIER sampling algorithm to select those data which more
efficiently represent audio data characters for audio event
identifier training. EASIER deterministically produces a
subsample whose “distance” from the complete database is
minimal. Experiments in the context of audio event identifi-
cation show that EASIER outperforms simple random sam-
pling significantly.

1. Introduction
Audio, that includes voice, music, and various kinds of en-
vironmental sounds, is an important type of media, and also
a significant part of video. Recently people have begun
to realize the importance of effective audio content analy-
sis which provides important cues for semantics. Effective
audio analysis techniques can provide convincing results.
In consideration of computational efficiency, some research
efforts have been done for audio content analysis [1][2].

In [3][4], we present our research on audio event identi-
fication by using Hidden Markov Models (HMM). We ran-
domly selected samples to train audio event identifier with-
out considering sample efficiency and computation time
for training. When the audio database is large, we have
to consider the following two issues: 1) With audio data
coming from various audio sequences, simple random sam-
pling (SRS) may not generate good representative of all se-
quences. 2) There is a trade-off between the size of training
data set and accuracy.

As the representativeness of a training sample influences
the classification performance significantly and SRS is of-
ten found to be inadequate in this aspect, in this paper we

present a new improved training set selection algorithm,
called EASIER, for producing such a small yet represen-
tative sample. EASIER deterministically produces a sub-
sample whose “distance” - appropriately defined - from the
complete database is minimal. EASIER can produce sam-
ples of any given ratio with almost fixed amount of time.
It requires only one scan of the data, hence suitable for on-
line applications such as streaming data processing. Ex-
periments in the context of audio event identification using
HMM show that EASIER outperforms SRS significantly.

In Section 2, we review the procedure of audio events
identification based on HMM. In Section 3, we describe the
EASIER algorithm and how to apply EASIER for audio data.
In Section 4 experimental results are presented. Conclusion
and future work are given in Section 5.

2. Audio Event Identification
Audio event is defined as some specific audio sound hav-
ing strong hints to interesting video events or video high-
lights. Especially in sports video, some game-specific audio
sounds (e.g., excited audience sounds, excited commenta-
tor speech, etc.) have strong relationships to the actions of
players, referees, commentators and audience. In this paper,
we use basketball audio to demonstrate how efficiently the
proposed method works.

2.1. Basketball Audio Event Identification
Basketball games have compact structure. Generally, the
offence and the defense, that are the highlights of basket-
ball game, take place alternatively. These highlights, which
attract most audience’s interests, are significant and should
be detected for future basketball video editing. Fortunately,
excited commentator speech and excited audience sounds
play important roles in highlight detection of sports video.
Therefore, the basketball audio event identification focus on
identifying excited commentator speech (EC) and excited
audience sounds (EA). Besides EC and EA, there are two
other basketball audio events, plain commentator speech
(PC) and plain audience sounds (PA). These four kinds of
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Figure 1: Proposed audio events generation system

events almost cover the full basketball game. A classifica-
tion task is to classify audio samples into these four pre-
defined classes (EA, PA, EC and PC). There are some other
audio events in basketball game, such as whistling, etc., that
have small number of samples and are easy to identify. In
order to test the efficiency of proposed sampling algorithm,
we use only EA, PA, EC and PC.

2.2. HMM-based Audio Event Identification
Audio signal exhibits consecutive changes in values over a
period of time, where variables may be predicted from ear-
lier values. That means, strong context exists in audio data.
In consideration of the success of HMM in speech recog-
nition, we propose our HMM-based audio event generation
system. The proposed system includes three stages, which
are feature extraction, data preparation and HMM learning,
as illustrated in Figure1. Selected low-level features are ex-
tracted from audio streams and tokens are added to create
observation vectors. These data are then separated into two
sets for training and testing. After that, HMM is trained and
then re-estimated by using dynamic programming. Finally,
according to the maximum posterior probability, the audio
keyword with the largest probability is selected to label the
corresponding testing data. Details can be found in [3][6].

3. EASIER for Audio Application
SRS samples may not represent the characteristics of all au-
dio sequence particularly for small sample ratios. As shown
in Figure 4, when only 10% random samples are used for
training, the classification performance is very low for SRS,
especially for small classes, “Excited Audience” and “Ex-
cited Commentator”. Therefore, to obtain stable results and
achieve better performance using small size of training data,
we propose EASIER sampling algorithm to select represen-
tative samples. It is applied for efficient audio event identi-
fication.

3.1 EASIER Sampling
EASIER is based on its predecessor EASE (Epsilon Approx-
imation Sampling Enabled) algorithm which is proposed
by one of our co-authors in [5]. Given an ε > 0, EASE
determines a sample set S0 which is an ε-approximation
of the original dataset S, i.e., its discrepancy satisfies

Dist(S0, S) ≤ ε [5]. Starting with S, EASE performs re-
peated halving to obtain the final sample S0 according to a
penalty function. One way of computing the discrepancy is
to calculate the distance of 1-itemset frequencies between
subset S0 and superset S:

Dist∞(S0, S) = max
A∈I1(S)

|f(A;S0) − f(A;S)| (1)

where f(A;S0) = n(A;S0)/|S0|, f(A;S) = n(A;S)/|S|.
n(A;S0)(n(A;S)) is the number of transactions in S0(S)
that contain item A in 1-itemset of S, i.e., I1(S).

However, EASE has some critical limitations. In order
to obtain a small sample ratio, the halving procedure is re-
peated several times. This costs extra time and memory.
Besides, due to its halving nature EASE has certain granu-
larity and cannot achieve all sample ratios for a given S. In
order to overcome these limitations, we proposed EASIER.
Its key innovation is that the halving loop is eliminated. In
EASIER, the penalty function is modified to accommodate
any sampling ratio, not just 0.5 (halving). Although the new
innovation does not guarantee the upper bound distance, ex-
periments in various domains show that its performance is
better or very close to that of EASE. Briefly, EASIER works
as follows:

1. At the beginning, all transactions uncolored.
2. Each transaction in S is colored as red or blue. Red

(blue) means the transaction is selected (rejected). ri (bi) is
the number of red (blue) transactions in Si where Si is the
set of all transactions in S that contain item Ai and ri+bi =
|Si|.

3. The coloring decision is based on a penalty func-
tion Qi for item Ai. Let fr be the ratio of red trans-
actions, i.e., the sample ratio, so the ratio of blue trans-
actions is fb = 1 − fr. In EASIER, Qi is low when
ri/(2fr) = bi/(2fb) approximately, otherwise Qi increases
exponentially in |ri/(2fr) − bi/(2fb)|. Figure 2 shows the
shape of the penalty function. The objective of EASIER is
to minimize |ri/(2fr) − bi/(2fb)|. After coloring the first
j transactions, the value of Qj for item Ai is:

Qi = Q
(j)
i = Q

(j)
i,1 + Q

(j)
i,2

Q
(j)
i,1 = (1 + δi)
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2fb

Q
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(2)

where Q
(j)
i means the penalty of ith item in jth trans-

action and δi controls how steeply the penalty increases as
shown in Figure 2. The initial values of Qi,1 and Qi,2 are
both 1. The initial value of δi is

√

1 − exp (−ln(2m)/n)
where m is the number of items in the original dataset [5].

If (j + 1)-th transaction is colored red (or blue), the cor-
responding penalty function Q

(j||r)
i (or Q

(j||b)
i ) will be:
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Figure 2: The penalty function for EASIER.

Algorithm 1 EASIER Sampling
Input: S,m, fr

Output: S0, the transactions in red color
1: for each item i in S do
2: δi =

√

1 − exp (− ln(2m)
n

)

3: Qi,1 = 1 Qi,2 = 1
4: end for
5: for each transaction j in S do
6: color transaction j red;
7: Q(r) = 0 Q(b) = 0
8: for each item i contained in j do
9: Q

(r)
i,1 = (1+δi)

1

2fr Qi,1 Q
(r)
i,2 = (1−δi)

1

2fr Qi,2

10: Q
(b)
i,1 = (1−δi)

1

2fb Qi,1 Q
(b)
i,2 = (1+δi)

1

2fb Qi,2

11: Q(r)+ = Q
(r)
i,1 + Q

(r)
i,2 Q(b)+ = Q

(b)
i,1 + Q

(b)
i,2

12: end for
13: if Q(r) < Q(b) then
14: Qi,1 = Q

(r)
i,1 Qi,2 = Q

(r)
i,2

15: else
16: color transaction j blue;
17: Qi,1 = Q

(b)
i,1 Qi,2 = Q

(b)
i,2

18: end if
19: if transaction j is red then
20: set S0 = S0 + {j}
21: end if
22: end for

If the overall penalty for current transaction Q(j||r) =
∑

i Q
(j||r)
i is more than Q(j||b) =

∑

i Q
(j||b)
i , the (j + 1)-

th transaction is colored blue and rejected. Otherwise, it is
colored red and added to the final sample set. In Algorithm
1 the completed EASIER algorithm is given. The memory
complexity of EASIER is only O(m). As far as the compu-
tation time is concerned, the time for processing one trans-
action is bounded by O(Tmax) where Tmax is the maximum
transaction length. Thus, EASIER takes almost fixed amount
of time even when sample ratio varies.

3.2 EASIER for Audio Event Identification
We apply EASIER to find the representative training samples
from an audio database. In our experiments, 39-dimension
(39D) feature vectors are used. Because the amplitude of
an audio signal is continuous and EASIER is based on the
calculation of the frequency of each item, the format of the
features is changed as Figure 3. Firstly the continuous val-

Figure 3: An example of the format modification of features.

ues are non-uniformly quantized to a range [0, 17]. Then,
this discretized data is binarized. The binary vector has a
length of 18 and it contains all 0’s except for an 1 in the posi-
tion corresponding to the discretized value. After that, each
non-zero value in this binary vector is converted back into a
new discrete value considering its position. This new vector
represents the data and is used for sampling with EASIER.

Although experimental results show that using all fea-
tures give high accuracy, we experimented with reduced di-
mensionality that requires less space. In order to reduce the
number of items, The most dominant 13 dimensions (13D)
of feature vectors are used to reduce dimensionality.

These 13 dimensions represent Mel-scale Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and energy of the audio sig-
nal. Their efficacy in audio analysis is already shown in [4].
Our experimental results have shown that the classification
performance of the 13D data is not significantly far from the
original data of 39D.

4. Experimental Results
EASIER and SRS are compared using a database that con-
tains one hour basketball audio in 3600 samples (one sam-
ple for each second). Both algorithms run five times and the
results are computed as an average over five samples. As
earlier discussed, we use HMM as the audio event identifier.
Accuracy of HMM is measured using precision and recall.
Precision is the ratio of the number of correct results to the
total number of results. Recall is the ratio of the number
of correct results to the total number of correct data in the
database. The results of four audio classes (EA, EC, PA and
PC) based on EASIER and SRS are shown in Figure 4 sepa-
rately. The sampling ratios include 0.6, 0.3 and 0.1.

As demonstrated in Figure 4, sampling with EASIER can
achieve high performance with less training samples, espe-
cially for the smaller classes EA and EC. By using EASIER,
identification improves in two aspects: 1) To achieve similar
recall and precision, EASIER sampling needs relatively less
training data than SRS. For example, for a precision of 85%
for EA, SRS needs 60% training data whereas EASIER needs
only 30%. 2) For the same training set, EASIER gives higher
performance. For sample ratio 0.1 and “Excited Audience”
class, the precision of EASIER is 90% which is significantly
higher than that of SRS (54%). Although expected precision
and recall values for 13D data are a little smaller than those
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Figure 4: The performance of audio event identification by SRS and EASIER.

for 39D, they are significantly larger than those for SRS.
Note that for identification of an event in basketball, the

smaller classes of EA and EC are more important than PA
and PC. EASIER gives higher accuracy for these two im-
portant classes signifying its choice over SRS. In addition,
EASIER’s performance vis-a-vis SRS improves further as we
reduce the sample ratio. This has been shown in other ex-
periments not reported here. Due to small size of EA and
EC (approx. 10% each) classes, we could not show results
of EASIER vis-a-vis SRS for sample ratios less than 10%.

Figure 5 shows the computation time taken by EASIER
and SRS to produce the samples. For 39D data the sampling
time is about 1.8s. It is acceptable considering the long
training and classification time. When 13D data is used,
the sampling time is reduced greatly to only 0.4s. Note that
for different sample ratios, EASIER requires almost fixed
amount of time whereas SRS requires various time.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The proposed EASIER sampling algorithm works efficiently
for audio event identification. EASIER is an online algo-
rithm where the incoming transactions are processed once
and a decision is taken regarding its participation in the fi-
nal sample. It can select representative samples of any ratio.
Comparison with SRS shows that, EASIER algorithm im-
proves audio event identification as follows: 1) It effectively
finds the relative representative data for training and conse-
quently improves the recall and precision significantly. 2)
It provides a feasible way to train identifiers for large audio
database by using only a small training dataset. Especially
for small sample ratios, EASIER achieves better result than
SRS. Although in this paper we showed the efficacy of EAS-
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Figure 5: The sampling time for different sample ratios.

IER over only audio data, it is also shown to work efficiently
for image data and transactional data. Currently we are ex-
tendind it further to other audio and video data.
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